Conformal rotation therapy with central axis beam block is a feasible alternative to intensity-modulated radiotherapy for chordomas of the cervical spine.
Paraspinal tumours, such as chordoma, represent a treatment challenge for oncologists, requiring high dose to the target volume without exceeding the tolerance dose of the spinal cord. Intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) is helpful in achieving sharp dose gradients and conformation of dose to the target volume. We present a simpler technique--conformal rotation therapy with a central axis beam block (CRT + BB), which can provide similar dose distributions. A patient with a cervical chordoma developed postoperative recurrence and was treated with high-dose palliative radiotherapy. Treatment was delivered using CRT + BB, with three fixed beams and three coplanar arcs. A dose of 62 Gy in 31 fractions was delivered to the 100% isodose, giving a maximum spinal cord dose of 49.6 Gy. The patient relapsed 2 years later, and was re-treated using the same technique to a dose of 57 Gy in 30 fractions. Estimates of spinal cord repair rates in primates were used to determine the tolerance dose of the spinal cord for re-treatment. The patient remained well for a further 25 months before developing local recurrence, which was treated with palliative chemotherapy. Re-treatment plans using CRT + BB and IMRT were compared. Dose-volume histograms show equivalence of dose to the spinal cord, although the IMRT plan delivered a slightly higher dose to tumour and lower dose to surrounding soft tissues. Treatment using CRT + BB requires careful planning and discussion with neurosurgeons before surgery. The normal curvature of the cervical spine must be eliminated if possible, and the patient must be immobilised with the neck horizontal. If these geometric constraints can be satisfied, then CRT + BB can be used as a safe and effective alternative treatment to IMRT for tumours at this site.